TenDocs: Case Study

TENDOCS AT THE MARION REDEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING AUTHORITY
The Challenge
Marion Redevelopment and Housing Authority found
themselves in a storage situation that was quickly plummeting.
Faced with no longer having the necessary space to store files in
their main office, Marion was forced to rent warehouse space to
store a portion of their paper files while the remainder found a
home in the maintenance area of their office. When someone
needed a file from the warehouse they were advised to just
forget about the documents unless it was absolutely vital that
they have them. It was so cumbersome to navigate through the
massive volume of files and documents that it more often than
not outweighed the importance of what was in the file. “It was a
just a pain,” Deputy Director Lisa Porter remembers, citing that
the trip to the warehouse, lifting heavy boxes and going through
all the files were all too much trouble for everyone working at
Marion. Employees routinely did not have time to go find their
files and in turn put off the search for a few days. Once they had
a chance to make a trip to the warehouse to search for the file it
would take an extended amount of time to locate the needed
file due to the size of their document archive. Even if the
desired file was in the nearby maintenance closet located in the
main office it still required a minimum of 30 minutes to locate.
Files that were nearby and easily accessible for employees were
a little too “accessible” at times, Porter admits. All the filing
cabinets had locks and keys, but they were rarely locked due to
workflow constraints and not every employee having access to
the keys that they needed. Lisa advised that the security of her
files was one of the problems she wanted to address with their
document archive. Specifically, she cited a growing concern
over the security of her applicants’ Earned Income Verification
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documents. She feared that they were too accessible to
employees in the office that didn’t have the security
clearance to view those documents, and she realized
that she needed to correct this for all of her documents,
not just the EIV’s.
Paper files at Marion were misplaced or lost, “All the
time,” Porter says. If an employee was able to locate the
position of a file it wasn’t uncommon for it to already be
in use by another staff member. They in turn had to wait
for the other worker to finish their task before they
could start on their own responsibilities, another
limitation of their paper archive. As their problems
compounded, Marion quickly realized the limitations of
their current process were not going to allow them to be
as productive as they strived to be.

Adding documents to a tenant file using TenDocs is a simple
process of selecting the appropriate document type and
household member. All tags, including Household ID, Social
Security Number, Certification Date, and Archive Date and Time
are added automatically.

The Role of TenDocs
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While they had a number of concerns over their existing
paper archive, Marion turned to TenDocs primarily to
strengthen the security of their documents and the
promise of a system that would allow them to access
their files in a more timely and efficient process than
before. After implementing the TenDocs system in July
of 2009, Porter believes that TenDocs has helped them
achieve both of those goals. Lisa no longer has fears of
passing HUD’s expectations of security standards: “We
meet the definition HUD uses for security.” As for the
improved access to documents, files are only a click of a
mouse away. Staff members don’t have to allocate days
worth of time to go to the warehouse and dig though
piles and piles of paper.
While the majority of their archival efforts have been
focused on housing documents, Marion is expanding the
TenDocs program into other areas within the office.
Beginning with applicants in the Applicant List module
and into ORC, they routinely collect housing documents
such as driver’s licenses and social security cards. After
an accountant’s request to purchase a new binder to
keep up with timesheets, Lisa realized that they could
utilize the TenDocs program for their timesheets, as well.
Lisa easily added their accountant as a TenDocs user and
the system has slowly made its way into more and more
parts of the agency, with personnel files being the next
targeted area of implementation. In time, this will only
lead to more efficiency and heightened security of all
their documents.

Return on Investment
Projected savings look promising, as the housing authority
recently implemented the TenDocs program. “We know the
savings will come with time,” Porter says, describing that
currently they are in the situation where they want to “hang
on to the paper,” to maintain their comfort level. Marion will
be able to dispose of their paper files and eliminate the need
for the extra warehouse packed with files – this simple
change alone will result in a savings of about $650 a month
on rent, or $7,800 a year.
For more information on TenDocs

or to see an online
demonstration,
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contact
Dan
Wright
at
dwright@tenmast.com or call 877.359.5492 ext. 241.
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